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‘Friends of Junbesi’ is a group organised in support of the KPHMN Medical Centre
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Background to Friends of Junbesi
For those newly introduced to Ang Tshering Sherpa and his efforts in support of the Health Centre at
Junbesi, ‘Friends of Junbesi’ is an informal online support group comprised mainly of ex-trekkers who
have been guided at some point by Ang in Nepal. Its purpose is to provide financial and logistic support
for Ang and his charitable trust, KPHMN (Kushudebu Public Health Mission Nepal.
There is an ad hoc committee of 5 from Perth, Sydney, Canberra and Auckland and the 400 or so
‘Friends’ are kept up to date with Health Centre progress. Local accounts for donations have been set up
in Australia, New Zealand & U. K. and the funding response from donors has been very positive.
If you prefer not to be involved please let us know at: tienny.jerram@xtra.co.nz and you will be
removed from the data base.

Lost Trekkers!
Contact has been lost with a number of trekkers guided by Ang over the last few years as email
addresses given at the time to Ang have changed. If you are in contact with others in the same
trekking group as yourself and they are not receiving ‘Friends’ newsletters please ask them to
pass on their contact details to one of the national co-ordinators below for inclusion in the
data-base. Other interested parties are also welcome to be included.

News from Junbesi
The Health Centre is currently closed for a festival holiday until 9th Nov.
Gelu, Ang’s younger brother who has been Health Centre Manager and x-ray operator for the last 8
months will be taking further x-ray training in KTM for a month beginning 22nd November.
The doctor is meeting early this month with officials from the Ministry of Health and KPHMN
Committee members to discuss upgrade of Health Centre facilities. Unfortunately Ang will be away
guiding an Everest Circuit trip but he hopes this will be a useful meeting for KPHMN.
‘Friends of Junbesi’ Committee member Ralph Snowdon and wife Barbara Jesiolowski recently
visited Junbesi after completing a trek in Mustang. They were met in Phaplu by Gelu and his wife
Bimala who also works at Junbesi as a staff nurse.
Ralph reported big improvements at the Centre since taking part in one of the first work groups in
October last year. Verandahs are complete with lined ceilings and white picket fences. Flowering
potted plants lined the now paved courtyard areas. Buildings were fresh, clean & welcoming with
“an air of dignity & calm”.

Completed verandah at the Health Centre – built by 2 community work groups in Oct. 08

Ralph & Barbara inspected the Management Office and delivered a laptop from a friend in Canberra.
The renovated kitchen area was in use and improvements to the building next door were continuing
after the massive input by the community work group in April.

Gelu Sherpa (brother of Ang) and wife Bimala with the laptop donated by Peter Steele of Canberra
See below for a full description of Ralph & Barbara’s trip to Junbesi written by Ralph.

Student Fee Donations
The short sharp campaign in August for urgent donations to cover Junbesi student training in
Kathmandu was highly successful. In fact the campaign was oversubscribed, so well done everybody!
All donors received water-pashmina scarves by way of thanks and went into the draw for a Thanka
Painting from Nepal. The winner was Reg Quelch in Australia.

Ang’s Trip to Australia & New Zealand
Ang Tshering Sherpa, Chairman of KPHMN attended training sessions in Brisbane 26th September to
5th October as one of 10 Nepalese Clinton Global Initiative/Sarina Russo group scholarships. All
represented particular areas of health in Nepal.
This also gave Ang the opportunity to visit KPHMN supporters in Adelaide, Sydney, Brisbane and
Auckland at no cost to him or KPHMN.

Adelaide – Dr. Sally Nobbs and the Adelaide Wilderness School have been close supporters of Ang
and KPHMN since its inception in 2006. Ang enjoyed the School’s hospitality for 5 days, meeting
school members, addressing assemblies and watching a school play. He also visited the Clare Valley
and met trekker friends, one of whom flew from Perth especially to meet him.

Sydney

– Ang stayed with old friends for 2 nights and met with the original joint Australian

founder of KPHMN, to discuss KPHMN financial matters. Ang also presented the updated KPHMN
video to Sydney World Expeditions Staff and enjoyed the company of several other trekker friends.

Brisbane – Ang joined the 9 other Nepalese Clinton Global Initiative/Sarina Russo Scholars for the
Emerging Entrepreneurs Development Programme one week seminar held at James Cook University,
Brisbane. Subjects covered included: Entrepreneurship, Sustainable Enterprise, Marketing &
innovation, Globalisation, Governance & the State and Economics for Managers. Ang enjoyed the
lectures and felt that he had learned much.
He made the most of his little spare time in Brisbane. Highlights were a visit to the Australia Zoo,
Dinner at the Nepalese Consulate, a field visit to an ambulance service near Brisbane, a 2 night visit
to Noosa and barbecues with old trekking friends. He also spoke and showed the new DVD about the
Junbesi project to a 300 delegate Lions Convention near Brisbane and met the CEO and trekking
friends at the Travel Doctor, a major sponsor of KPHMN.
Ang was especially indebted to Roger and Ria Lukis with whom he stayed in Brisbane.

Auckland – Ang was thrown in at the deep end with a Dinner at the Bollywood Restaurant on the
evening of arrival and an interview on Radio New Zealand the next morning; followed by an evening
talk about Community Work Groups sponsored by World Expeditions.

Ang at Radio New Zealand
Writer Jim Eagles also included a shortened version of Jennifer Dagg’s article describing a Community
Project group to Junbesi in a New Zealand Herald Travel Supplement the week before Ang arrived.
Approx. $3,000 was raised for KPHMN from the Dinner, donations, the article and from sale of
pashminas. ). He stayed with Annabelle Jerram and partner Parry Parbhoo in Auckland.

A 3 day sightseeing trip followed to Lake Taupo and Rotorua with Tim Jerram, including a lunch at Mt.
Maunganui with 6 trekker friends. In Rotorua Ang learned a Maori haka (war-dance) and enjoyed the
sheep show. (Aussies, make no comment!)

Ang learning a haka

At the Agrodome sheep-show

Ang was royally treated by old trekker friends throughout his Australian & New Zealand visit which
reflects the respect and admiration with which he is held by those who have been guided by him.
Ang was very appreciative of the hospitality shown to him but was sorry that there were many in
Australia & New Zealand whom he was unable to meet due to lack of time and a busy schedule. He
wishes to express his thanks all those who contributed to KPHMN through donations and other fundraising efforts during his visit

Suggestions Received
A number of interesting ideas have emerged from ‘Friends’ recently which could enhance and
extend the Junbesi project. Examples for thought are a ‘First Responders’ service and another Health
Camp at Junbesi.
Whilst in Brisbane, Ang visited the Ambulance Centre at Samford, 25 miles from Brisbane with
‘Friend’ Roger Lukis. The Centre provided information about ‘First Responders’ services that operate
in remote Queensland outback locations lacking an ‘ambulance based’ first-aid facility. In those
areas local volunteers are trained to provide emergency first aid or ‘First Response’ attention until
either an ambulance or trained medic can attend.

Roger feels that a similar model could be adapted for remote areas of Nepal and might negate the
need for people to trek for hours or days to the nearest clinic or hospital. Communication would be a
problem and separate funding would be required but the idea could be trialed in the Junbesi district
with the Health Centre as base.
Another idea under discussion is the possibility of a Health Camp at Junbesi next year similar to that
held in 2006 but with medical personnel from New Zealand. They would attend the Camp for several
days before trekking in the Everest area. Early days yet though for this idea.
If any ‘Friend’ has innovative ideas, particularly with regard to a regular funding stream please pass it
on to your national contact person below for discussion.

‘Wilderness in Nepal’
As mentioned the Wilderness School on Adelaide has been an enthusiastic supporter of Ang and
KPHMN since 2006. It also financially supports the Bhadure School in the Annapurna region of Nepal.
In August of last year the School launched an outstanding book, ‘Wilderness in Nepal’ which includes
the Junbesi project amongst the most exceptional photographic images of Nepal. Proceeds go to
both KPHMN and the Bhadure School. There is a Limited Edition of 250 copies personally signed by
Ang and Dr. Sally Nobbs of the Wilderness School, and a standard edition.
‘Wilderness in Nepal’ is an absolute must-buy Christmas gift for anyone with an interest in Nepal.
Help Wilderness School continue their support for KPHMN by purchasing this book. Refer the order
form attached.

Increased Budget 09/10
The number of staff at Junbesi has increased from the original Doctor and Staff Nurse to the present
five: Doctor, Staff Nurse, Radiographer, Lab Technician and Practice Manager. Comparatively high
salaries for these reflect the relative isolation of Junbesi.
The number of patients attending clinics at Junbesi has also risen dramatically since the arrival of the
new doctor two months ago. Although a small user pay charge was introduced for medicine two
years ago, additional costs arising from the increased patient roll and higher staff salaries have
meant a greatly increased budget for the 09/10 financial year to US$35,000.

Need for Donations
NOTE: The Nepal Government is unable to contribute to KPHMN and therefore the Trust is
totally dependent on private donations for funding.
Currently, the Trust depends very much for finance on a small number of dedicated major donors
and others who rise to the occasion generously when needs arise. However the ever increasing
budget highlights the need for a reliable and regular funding stream to ensure adequate patient
service.
A number of ‘Friends’ already make regular small Automatic Payments to the national KPHMN
accounts.
You as an interested party might be prepared to do the same. Amounts do not have to be great. For
example, in AU$ , NZ$ or the equivalent in pounds sterling:
50 ‘Friends’ donating $50 per month would provide approx. $30,000 per annum which would more
than cover all Health Centre salaries.
50 ‘Friends’ donating $25 per month = approx. $15,000 per annum, more than sufficient to cover the
doctor’s salary, food & accommodation and his air fares to & from KTM for a year.
50 ‘Friends’ donating $10 per month = approx. $6,000 annum, sufficient to cover salaries for the
Staff Nurse & Lab Assistant

As you can see a small monthly Automatic Payment per person would go a long way. You might like
to think about it!

National accounts for donations:
CBA, Potts Point NSW, Sydney, Australia - Kushudebu Public Health Mission Nepal
BSB 062014 Account: 10402716

Westpac, St. Heliers, Auckland, New Zealand - Kushudebu Public Health Mission Nepal
Account: 03 02630223978 00

Nationwide Building Society, 4 Pydar St., Truro, Cornwall, UK
Kushudebu Public Health Mission Nepal Treasurers Trust
Sort code: 07 00 93 Bank account: 33 33 33 34 Account number: 0402/704 138 407

Contacts
Jennifer Dagg, Australia
jennifer.dagg@ozemail.com.au

Tim Jerram, New Zealand

Beverly & Chris Hill, UK

tienny.jerram@xtra.co.nz

bhill@cornwall.gov.uk

For detailed information about the Kushudebu project at Junbesi feel free to access the KPHMN
website: www.Kushudebu.org.np
Tim Jerram , ‘Friends of Junbesi’

A YEAR OF PROGRESS
By Ralph Snowdon
Oct. 09
Any great adventure or undertaking has first to be dreamt. And then dreamt again; and again. Until
it works its way to the surface. To reality.
For many years we had dreamt about seeing the highest mountains on our planet, to come to the
country where mountains have the presence of Gods.
Meanwhile, some humble Sherpas had been working away at their dreams of better health
outcomes for their own people.
Worlds collide.
And so, a year ago, we first came to Nepal, to Solukhumbu and to the Kushudebu Public Health
Mission (KPHM) in the village of Junbesi. We came as participants in a World Expeditions Community
Service trek. For a few days our group of fifteen assisted mainly with structural work for balconies,
the laying of pavement stones and painting in the kitchen building. Our group’s World Expedition
head guide, Ang Tsering Sherpa, was a local Sherpa man and also the President of the KPHM. Our
group’s elder, Tim Jerram, then a sprightly 68 year old New Zealander returning again to Nepal,
inspired us with not only his indefatigable trekking abilities, but also his entrenched fund raising
activities for KPHM, via his non-profit ‘Craft Nepal’ business back home. During that trekking
adventure, borne of Tim’s inspiration, came an idea to create a ‘Friends of Junbesi’ group whose
main purpose would be the the raising of funds and the donation of equipment and supplies for
KPHM. Many of us from the October 2008 group quickly made our commitments to help.
Throughout 2009 the ‘Friends of Junbesi’ continued their fundraising efforts and kept in touch with
Ang. We learned of some of the developments and challenges facing KPHM, its management and
staff. Inspired by people like Tim, Jennifer Dagg and Wayne Jones, my wife and I made a pact to
return to Nepal – to continue our interest in adventure travel and trekking (this time participating in
a World Expeditions trek to the fabled Kingdom of Mustang), but also to fulfil a wish to return to
Junbesi and to the KPHM.
Towards the end of September, immediately prior to our departure from Australia, we were very
fortunate to meet with Ang and with Ria and Roger Lukas in the unique mire of the famous Brisbane
dust storm. Ang was staying with Ria and Roger, while he participated in a sponsored ‘Emerging
Entrepreneurs’ leadership and management course at a campus in Brisbane city. Ang had already
received similar Australian hospitality in Adelaide and Sydney and had also been chaperoned around
the Sunshine Coast by Janette, another participant of the October 2008 group. [Later in Kathmandu,
Ang told us he had seen a whale at Noosa). He also told us of the invaluable assistance provided by
Ria and Roger throughout his Brisbane visit, including with his keynote Powerpoint presentation for
his course.]

After our incredible adventure in the vast desert landscapes of Mustang (including an audience with
the King at his royal residence in the walled city of Lo Manthang), we returned to Kathmandu to
prepare for a few days in Junbesi. Soon, once again, in the tiny Twin Otter plane, we experienced the
exhilarating and occasionally harrowing half hour flight to Phaplu. We landed with a crunch on the
runway, on the tiny strip of gravel. We were met at Phaplu Airport by Ang Gelu Sherpa, a younger
brother of Ang Tsering Sherpa. Ang Gelu told us he works (mainly) as the radiographer at KPHM.
Besides sharing quite similar facial features, the Angs also shared the Sherpa persistence and
optimism, disarming humility and endless helpfulness.
At Phaplu, we met Ang Gelu’s wife, Bimala, who works at KPHM as a nurse. Also, we met our porter,
Lhakpa (whom, I discovered later, was the younger brother of Chekbal, one of the porters from our
October 2008 trek). After lunch, the five of us walked 3.5 hours to Junbesi. After the dusty
desolation of Mustang, it was wonderful to walk through wet, towering forests and with the sound
of the nearby surging Dudh Kosi River as our companion. We walked through small riverside villages,
reaping autumn harvests in preparation for the coming winter. Scarecrows in corn fields by the
water of clear mountain streams.
We reached Junbesi village and our accommodation for the next few nights: “The Sherpa Guide
Lodge and Restaurant”. Our comfortable, rustic bedroom (the Robert Room) was up the creaking
wooden staircase, on the first floor. From one window, we could see across the village and down to
the Junbesi stupa, with the Buddha eyes staring directly back at us. The silence and peace of the
village at twilight was a stark contrast to the bustling cacophony of Kathmandu. Over the time of our
stay, we thoroughly enjoyed the gracious hospitality at Sherpa Lodge, including the presence of
three wonderful young teenagers – Nima (the daughter of the proprietress), Pasang (her cousin) and
Surlip (a friend of Nima’s and the eldest at thirteen, but shorter than the two girls). We had these
three as quite constant companions while in Junbesi and their presence was informative, fun and
charming.
The next morning Ang Gelu first took us to the Serlo Monastery for several cups of tea with the
learned and travelled Head Lama. Then we walked downhill to the KPHM. We were astounded by
the changes at the Health Post (as the locals called it). All the balconies had full wood lined ceilings
and ground level borders of white picket fences. Flowering potted plants lined the paved courtyard
areas. All of the buildings and balcony areas were fresh, clean and welcoming. The shade of the
balconies covered quite a few people, including many monks and nuns dressed in maroon coloured
robes. Some local weather beaten men sat quietly out in the gentle sun with the monks. I sensed an
air of dignity and calm.
Ang Gelu showed us through the X-ray room and how he could adjust the equipment, depending on
how and what he wanted to X-ray (chest, limbs, etc). He showed us his heavy lead suit and where he
generally stood while operating the equipment. Next Ang Gelu showed us the room housing the
“management office”, where patient records, medicines (arranged in alphabetical order) and
administrative files were kept. Our friend, Peter Steele, from Canberra, Australia, had donated a
laptop computer for the KPHM and we had presented this to Ang Gelu the previous evening. He was
very pleased with it and said it was better than the one he used at present. Ang Gelu had ideas for
this additional laptop and showed us its new home, in the office. We did not see the doctor or the

nurse, Bimala, as they were busy with patients, including later with two emergencies, who had to be
carried on stretchers to Phaplu, to await their airlift via the next small plane to Kathmandu.
Next we entered the Kitchen building, which showed a dramatic improvement from last year. In fact
a few monks were nearly finished preparation of a large meal for those people waiting. A large table
was replete with plates of vegetables and breads. An adjacent building had been purchased recently
by KPHM and the interior was now being renovated for future use as staff quarters. [At present, staff
are accommodated at lodges in Junbesi.] We saw the solid structural timbers and carpentry work,
including for the upstairs bedroom areas. This looked a very good facility for staff, enabling their
continued and immediate access to KPHM, including for emergencies and for patients required for
overnight observation or ongoing treatment.
The enormous changes at KPHM over the course of one year had us thinking how much of a
difference is made by donations, large and small, frequent or once only, from people outside Nepal
who have been fortunate enough to be part of this exceptional health initiative.
Over the next few days, in his spare time, Ang Gelu was our guide to nearby places, including to his
mother’s house in Pangkarma, to Serlo Monastery, to the Junbesi Community Library, to the Junbesi
School and to the imposing Tutenchholing Monastery, a community of some 900 monks and nuns.
At Tutenchholing, we were privileged to witness luncheon being taken by 300 or so monks and nuns
in the cathedral-like gompa. The monks and nuns sat cross-legged on cushions and all were bent far
forward, so there was a sea of shaved heads and maroon robed backs. The predominant noise was
the combined slurping of a multitude of mouths at bowls of soup and soaked breads. While we sat
quietly in a back corner witnessing this amazing spectacle, a few nearby nuns were nudging each
other, gesturing towards us and giggling.
Too soon it was time to walk 3 hours back to Phaplu to await the small plane back to Kathmandu,
the next day. That afternoon, we were visited by Ang Tsering Sherpa, who had just returned from
New Zealand and Australia. This was a lovely surprise. We had dinner together the next two nights
and also met Ang’s ‘middle’ brother, the successful climber of Mt Everest (on three occasions) and a
budding singing star. He told us his plans to hold a rock concert at the highest altitude in history.
Ang showed us through his second storey apartment in Thamel. We saw his many mementos from
Australia and New Zealand, his office and his small Buddhist shrine for prayer and meditation. On his
television, Ang showed us a 15 minute long program about KPHM – its genesis, its progress and
some of the key sponsors who have helped make it a reality. It was an enlightening and inspirational
program. Ang gave us a copy on DVD.
On reflection, progress, like dreams and thought, can come at first diffidently and cautiously; but
then it unfolds more surely and purposefully. World Expeditions deserves high praise for achieving
its dreams of community service treks. All sponsors and donors remain an inspiration. The KPHM has
momentum, plans and real purpose. It seems to be going places. No wonder Ang Tsering Sherpa has
a deep, wide smile. Namaste.

